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Abstract 
The paper provides an answer to the following questions. What is an algebraic object in an 
arbitrary category of commutative algebras? And then, what is an algebraically closed object 
and an algebraic closure, if it exists? The answer is given by introducing the notion of clear 
objects obtained from the notion of neat objects by throwing off the separability property. It is 
shown that clear algebras hare most of the properties of neat algebras, apart from separability. 
1. Introduction 
What is an algebraic object in a category of commutative algebras? It is easy to give 
an answer in the category CNg(k) of commutative algebras over a field k: it is an 
algebra whose elements are algebraic over k i.e. roots of nonnull polynomials with 
coefficients in k. But it is not so easy in the category @AZg(A) of commutative algebras 
over an arbitrary ring A. The previous definition taken over A leads to an unsatisfac- 
tory notion of algebraicity, essentially because the set of such algebraic elements of an 
algebra over A need not be a subalgebra. The notion of integrally dependant elements 
over A i.e. roots of some manic polynomial with coefficients in A, behaves better, but 
excludes the calculus of fractions. In order to incorporate it, we have to take the 
notion of quasifinite algebras over A. A good class of quasifinite algebras over A is 
that of neat algebras over A. It provides a good notion of algebraicity, but it comes 
equipped with a separability property. For example in @Alg(k), the neat objects are 
the separable finite algebras. Can we take the algebraicity property of neat objects 
without the separability property? We get a positive answer by introducing the notion 
of clear objects, a weakening of the notion of neat objects, which shares most of the 
properties of neat objects but is significantly different. For example in CAlg(k), clear 
objects are precisely finite algebras. The same question arises in other categories of 
commutative algebras uch as the category LWAIg(R) of real algebras over a real field, 
R, the category WOrdAlg(R) of real ordered algebras over R, the category 
GradCAZg(k) of graded commutative algebras over k, or simply the category CRng of 
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commutative rings. Moreover, what is an algebraically closed object and an algebraic 
closure, if it exists? 
The notion of clear objects is defined in a universal way in an arbitrary so-called 
Zariski category A, i.e. an abstract model of category of commutative algebras which 
was introduced in the book: “Categories of Commutative Algebras” [l] and in which 
all of elementary commutative algebra and algebraic geometry can be performed. 
Arbitrary colimits of clear objects are called clearish objects and are the objects of 
a full subcategory @IshA of A. For example @Ish@Alg(k) is the category of com- 
mutati;e algebraic algebras over k. The category @IshA is locally finitely presentable, 
its finitely presentable objects being precisely the clear objects of A. To any object of 
A is associated a co-universal clearish object so that @IshA is a coreflective sub- 
category of A. Moreover @IshA is a Zariski category, and one of a special kind, called 
a Jacobson category, in which any object is a Jacobson object, i.e. any prime 
congruence is the meet of maximal congruences. Indeed UshA is the universal 
Jacobson category associated to the Zariski category A. 
From the notion of clear objects naturally derive the notions of clearly closed 
objects and clear closure. For example in CAIg(k), clearly closed objects are precisely 
algebraically closed field extensions of k, and the clear closure of a field extension K of 
k is its algebraic closure. In the category @A/g@/@ of commutative algebras over 
Z/nZ where ncN*, the clear objects are precisely the finite algebras, clearly closed 
objects are the algebraically closed fields whose characteristic divides n, and the clear 
closure of a field is its algebraic losure. In the category GradCAlg(k), the clear objects 
are precisely the graded finite algebras, the clearly closed objects are the objects of the 
form K or K [T, T -‘I where K is a trivially graded algebraically closed field 
extension of k and T is an homogeneous indeterminate of degree n EZ*, the clear 
closure of a trivially graded field extension K of k is its algebraic closure R, and the 
clear closure of K [T, T - ‘1 where T is an homogeneous indeterminate of degree 
n E Z*, is K[T, T - ‘1. In lWAIg(R), real finite algebras over R are clear objects, the 
clearly closed objects are precisely the real closed field extensions of R, but a real 
closure does not necessarily provide a clear closure because it does not necessarily 
satisfy the required universal property. In @Rng, clear objects are rings which are 
quasifinite over Z and whose elements are roots of polynomials in Z[X] with 
content 1; a ring of characteristic # 0 is clear if and only if it is finite over Z; but clear 
rings of characteristic 0 cannot be compared with finite rings over Z. 
2. Review of the notion of Zariski category [l] 
Let us be in an arbitrary category A. Let (g, h):C 3 A be a pair of parallel 
morphisms. The pair (g, h) is co&jointed if any morphism u: A + X which satisfies 
ug = uh necessarily has, as its codomain, a terminal object. A morphism f: A + B 
codisjoints the pair (g, h) if the pair (fg,fh) is codisjointed. A codisjunctor of (g, h) is 
a morphismf:A --) B which codisjoints (g, h) and such that any morphism u: A --) X 
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which codisjoints (g, h) factors in a unique way throughf: The pair (g, h) is codisjunct- 
able if it admits a codisjunctor. An object A is codisjunctable if the coproduct Au_4 
exists and the pair of inductions (CI, /3): A 3 ALIA is codisjunctable. It isJEatly codis- 
junctble if the codisjunctorf: A + B of (CI, /I) is a flat morphism i.e. the pushout functor 
along fpreserves monomorphisms. The pair (g, h) is a congruence if it is a kernel pair 
of some morphism f: A + B. 
A category A is a Zariski Category if it satisfies the following axioms. 
(i) A is cocomplete i.e. A has all small colimits. 
(ii) A has a strong generating set whose objects are finitely presentable and flatly 
codisjunctable. 
(iii) Regular epimorphisms are universal i.e. are stable under pullbacks. 
(iv) The terminal object of A is finitely presentable and has no proper subobject. 
(v) Binary products of objects are co-universal i.e. stable under pushouts. 
(vi) For any finite sequence of codisjunctable congruences rl . . . ,r, on any object 
A, with respective codisjunctors dI . . . ,d,, we have 
ri V’*.. V’r,,= lAxA+dl V ... V d,= lA, 
where V” denotes the join in the lattice of congruences on A, while V denotes the 
co-union of quotient objects of A. 
A morphism of Zariski categories is a functor U :A --) B 
(i) whose domain A and codomain B are Zariski categories, 
(ii) which preserves filtered colimits, 
(iii) which has a left adjoint F, and 
(iv) which defines an adjunction cp: Horn, (F(e),-) -+ Horn, (., U(-)) which 
preserves and reflects codisjointed pairs of morphisms. 
3. Preclear objects 
Let us be in a Zariski category A. 
3.1. Recall on preneat, neat and neatish objects. According to [l, Definitions 81.1, 
82.1, 8.3.11 an object A is preneat if for any local object L, any pair of morphisms 
(f, g): A 3 L is equal or codisjointed; it is neat if it is preneat and finitely presentable; 
and it is neatish if it is a colimit of neat objects. According to Cl, Theorem 12.3.21, the 
category RedA of reduced objects of A is a Zariski category and the inclusion functor 
RedA + A is a morphism of Zariski categories which preserves and reflects codis- 
jointed pairs of morphisms and codisjunctors [l, Propositions 2.3.3,2.4.13,2.4.14]. Its 
reflector R: A + RedA also preserves codisjointed pairs of morphisms and codisjoin- 
tors [l, Proposition 2.3.41. Although it is true that the reflector R preserves preneat 
(resp. neat, neatish) objects [l, Propositions 8.1.8,8.2.6,8.3.10], it is not the case that it 
reflects them, nor that the inclusion functor RedA + A preserves them. We will 
precisely use these features to define preclear, clear and clearish objects. 
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3.2. Definition. An object A in A in preclear if the reduced object A/rad(A) is preneat 
in the category [FBedA of reduced objects of A. The category Pr@lA of preclear objects 
qf A is the full subcategory of A whose objects are the preclear ones. 
3.3. Proposition. For an object A, the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) A is preclear. 
(ii) A/rad(A) is preclear. 
(iii) The local objects of A are preclear. 
(iv) For any reduced local object L, any pair of morphisms ( f, g): A 2 L is equal or 
codisjointed. 
(v) For any reduced local object L with residue simple quotient q,,,: L + L/m, the 
map Horn, (A, q,,,) is injective. 
(vi) For any object B with the canonical morphism q: B/rad(B) + B/Jac(B), the map 
Horn, (A, q) is injective. 
(vii) For any local morphism f between reduced local objects, the map Horn,, (A, f) is 
injective. 
(viii) The codiagonal VA: ALIA -+ A of A is a local premonomorphism i.e. its local 
morphisms are premonomorphisms. 
(ix) The codiagonal of A is locally interminable. 
(x) The coequalizer of any pair of morphisms A 3 B is a local premonomorphism. 
(xi) The coequalizer of any pair of morphisms A 2 B is locally interminable. 
Proof. Local objects and localizations are preserved and reflected by the inclusion functor 
[WedA --+ A, and are preserved by the reflector R: A + IWedA. On the other hand, a regular 
epimorphism is a premonomorphism if and only if it is interminable [l, Propositions 
2.5.7 and 11.3.41, so that it is a local premonomorphism if and only if it is locally 
interminable. Then the proposition follows from [l, Propositions 8.1.2 and 8.1.41. 17 
3.4. Theorem. PrClA is a corejiective subcategory of A closed under colimits, quotients 
and jinite products. 
Proof. The construction of the coreflector is similar to the construction of the 
coreflector in [l, Theorem 8.1.63 for preneat objects, and the closure properties follow 
from [l, Proposition 8.1.31 and the fact that the reflector R:A + [WedA preserves 
colimits, quotients and finite products. 0 
3.5. Proposition. (1) The left adjoint to a morphism of Zariski categories preserves 
preclear objects. 
(2) A faithful morphism of Zariski categories reflects preclear objects. 
Proof. The proof of (1) is similar to the proof of [l, Proposition 8.1.81, and that of (2) 
follows from Proposition 3.3 and the fact that a morphism of Zariski categories 
preserves reduced objects and local morphisms. 0 
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3.6. Definition. An object A is doubly integral if the coproduct ALIA is integral. 
3.1. Proposition. A doubly integral object is preclear ifand only ifit is a quotient of the 
initial object Z. 
Proof. Let A be a doubly integral preclear object. According to Proposition 3.3 and 
[l, Proposition 3.6.61 the local morphisms of the codiagonal VA of A are 
premonomorphic regular epimorphisms. Since the local objects of ALIA are integral 
[1, Proposition 2.2.91, these local morphisms are isomorphisms. According to [l, 
Proposition 3.651 VA is flat, and according to [l, Proposition 2.2.7-J V’ is monomor- 
phic. Consequently VA is an isomorphism, and thus (lA: A + A, 1,: A + A) is a co- 
product which implies that the morphism Z + A is epimorphic, so that A is a quotient 
of Z. Conversely, according to Theorem 3.4, any quotient object of Z is preclear. q 
3.8. Proposition. A doubly integral simply JEat codisjunctable subobject of a preclear 
object is preclear. 
Proof. Letf: A + B be a monomorphism such that A is doubly integral, simply flat [ 1, 
Definition 9.1. l] and codisjunctable, and such that B is preclear. Since the inductions 
(a, /I): A 3 AuA are monomorphisms, the object A is integral. Let kA: A + K,., be the 
universal simple object associated to A, and (g: K, + C, E: B + C) be the pushout of 
(kA,f). According to [l, Proposition 1.9.51, the morphism kA is flat, thus g is manic, 
and C is not terminal. Since K, is absolutely flat, the morphism g is flat and thus the 
monomorphism h = gk,: A + C is flat. According to Theorem 3.4 the object C is 
preclear. Let (p, v): C 3 CLIC be the inductions. According to [l, Proposition 1.6.21, 
the morphism huh: ALI A + CIIC is flat. Let d: ALI A + D be the codisjunctor of (01, /I). 
According to [l, Proposition 2.2.71, d is monomorphic or terminal. Let us assume that 
d is monomorphic. Let (6: CLIC + D, h: D + 0) be the pushout of (hrrh, d). Then CT is 
monomorphic and codisjoints (,u, v). Therefore the pushout of (d, Vc) is terminal. Let 
p E Spec(C), q = ( Vc)* (p), ( Vc), be the local morphism of Vc at p, and 6 be the pushout 
of dalong 1,. Since 1, is flat, 6 is a monomorphism. On the other hand, the pushout of 
(( Vc)P, 6) is terminal. According to Proposition 3.3, the codiagonal Vc is a local 
premonomorphism, and according to [l, Proposition 2.571, the morphism 6 must be 
terminal. Thus we get a contradiction. It follows that the morphism d is terminal, and 
thus is a local premonomorphism. According to Proposition 3.3, A is preclear. 0 
3.9. Examples. 
3.9.1. In the category CAlg(k) of commutative algebras over a field k, preclear objects 
are precisely algebraic algebras i.e. Pr@lCAlg(k) = Alg@Alg(k). 
Let A be a preclear algebra and let x E A. Let us suppose that x is transcendental 
over k. The morphism f: k [X] + A defined by f(X) = x is a monomorphism whose 
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domain is a doubly integral codisjunctable simply flat object. According to Proposi- 
tion 3.8, k[X] is preclear. But according to Proposition 3.7 k[X] must be a quotient 
of k, and this is not the case. Consequently x is not transcendental i.e. x is algebraic 
over k. As a result A is algebraic over k. Conversely, if A is algebraic over k, then 
A/rad(A) is a reduced algebraic algebra over k, and according to [l, Example (iii) 
p. 1891, the object A/r&(A) is preneat in Red@Alg(k) and therefore the object A is 
preclear in @Alg(k). 
3.9.2. In the category Red@Alg(k) of reduced commutative algebras over a field k, 
preclear objects are identical to preneat objects and are precisely the reduced alge- 
braic algebras i.e. PrCIRedCAlg(k) = PrNtlRed@Alg(k) = RedAlg@Alg(k). 
It follows from Example 3.9.1 and from the fact that a reduced object in @Alg(k) is 
preclear in @A/g(k) if and only if it is preclear in RedCAlg(k). 
3.9.3. In the category @A1g(P) of commutative algebras over a ring P in which any 
non-nilpotent element is invertible, preclear objects are precisely integrally dependant 
algebras i.e. Pr@I@AIg(P) = OntDep@Alg(P). 
The quotient ring P/r-ad(P) is a field k and there is an isomorphism of categories 
Red@Alg(P) N Red@Alg(k). Then for any P-algebra A, we have: A is preclear in 
@A1g(P) o A/rad(A) is preclear in Red@Alg(k) o A/rad(A) is algebraic over k o A is 
integrally dependant over P. As an example, take P = k[E] = k[X]/(X2). 
3.9.4. In the category @Alg(Z/nZ) of commutative algebras over iZ/nZ where n E N*, 
preclear objects are precisely integrally dependant algebras i.e. 
P’rClCAIg(Z/nZ) = OntDep@Alg(Z/nZ). 
Let n = ni~l pyibe the prime factorization of n. Then Z/nZ N I’Iie, Z/p”iZ and 
CAIg(Z/nZ) N IIier @Alg(Z/p?Z). For each i E I, the ring Z/p?Z is such that any 
non-nilpotent element is invertible and therefore, according to Example. 3.9.3 preclear 
objects in @Alg(Z/p~Z) are precisely integrally dependant algebras. This result 
extends easily to any finite product of such categories, and thus to @Alg(Z/nZ). 
3.9.5. In the category CA1g(D) of commutative algebras over an integral domain D, 
preclear objects are some algebras whose elements are roots of some non-null- 
polynomial with coefficients in D. 
Let A be a preclear object and let x E A. Let f: D[X] + A be the morphism 
defined byf(X) = x. If f were a monomorphism, the doubly integral codisjunctable 
simply flat object D[X] would be preclear according to Proposition 3.8, and thus 
would be a quotient of the object D according to Proposition 3.7, and this is not the 
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case. Consequently there exists some non-null-polynomial in D[X] having x as 
a root. 
3.9.6. In the category CAIg(F) of commutative algebras over a factorial ring F, 
preclear objects are some algebras whose elements are roots of some polynomial with 
coefficients in F and content 1. 
Let A be a preclear object and x E A. According to Example 3.9.5, there is some 
non-null-polynomial P(X) = a0 + aiX + ... + a,X” E F[X] such that P(x) = 0. Let 
d be an irreducible common divisor of ao, . . . , a,, let rn E fV* be maximum such that d” 
divides uo, . . . ,a, and let a, = d”u: for any i E [l,n]. Then the polynomial 
Q(X) = a; + ... + ubX” is not null and such that d”Q(x) = P(x) = 0. The quotient 
ring F/d” F is such that any non-nilpotent element is invertible. The quotient F- 
algebra A/d"' A is preclear according to Theorem 3.4, and then A/d” A is a preclear 
algebra over F/d”‘F. According to Example 3.9.3 A/d” A is integrally dependant over 
F/d” F. Then there exists some manic polynomial R(X) E F[X] such that R(x) = d”b 
where b E A. The non-null-polynomial S(X) = Q(X)R(X) E F[X] satisfies the rela- 
tion S(x) = Q(x)R(x) = Q(x)d”b = 0. Because R(X) is manic, the irreducible common 
divisors of the coefficients of S(X) are identical to those of Q(X), thus they are those of 
P(X) apart from d. By induction on the number of irreducible divisors of the 
coefficients of P(X), we get a polynomial T(X) E F[X] without irreducible common 
divisor of its coefficients i.e. of content 1 and such that T(x) = 0. 
3.9.7. In the category WAlg(R) of real algebras over a real field R (cf. [I, Example 
1.3.16]), real algebraic algebras over R are preclear objects. 
It follows from Example 3.9.1 and Proposition 3.5, since WAZg(R) is a Zariski 
subcategory of @AIg(R) (cf. [l, Example p. 1773). 
3.9.8. In the category RedWAIg(R) of reduced real algebras over R (cf. [l, 
Example 1.3.19]), reduced real algebraic algebras are preclear objects. 
3.9.9. In the category WOrdAlg(R) of real ordered algebras over a real field R (cf. [l, 
Example 1.3.22]), real ordered algebraic algebras are preclear objects. 
It follows from Example 3.9.1, Proposition 3.5, and the fact that the forgetful 
functor WDrdAIg(R) + CA1g(k) is a faithful morphism of Zariski categories. 
3.9.10. In the category GrudCAIg(k) of Z-graded commutative algebras over a field k, 
preclear objects are precisely graded algebras which are algebraic over k. 
The forgetful functor U: Grud@Alg(k) + @Alg(k) which forgets gradation, is left 
adjoint to the morphism of Zariski categories G:@Alg(k) + GrudCAlg(k) which 
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assigns to an algebra A the graded algebra G(A) = ACT, T -‘I where T is an 
homogeneous indeterminate of degree 1 (cf. [2, Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 1.83). 
According to Proposition 3.5, U preserves preclear objects. According to 
Example 3.9.1, preclear objects in Grad@Alg(k) are algebraic algebras over k. The 
converse will follow from Examples 4.5.5 and 5.11.5 below. 
4. Clear objects 
4.1. Review of directly codisjunctable objects (Diem [3]) A morphism f: A + B is 
a direct factor morphism if there exists some morphism f’: A + B’ composing with 
f a product (f:A + B, f : A + B’). A direct codisjunctor of a pair of morphisms 
(g, h): C 3 A, is a morphismf: A + B which is both a codisjunctor of (g, h) and a direct 
factor morphism. The pair (g, h) is directly codisjunctable if it admits a direct codisjun- 
ctor. An object A is directly codisjunctuble if the pair of inductions A 2 AuA is 
directly codisjunctable. An object A is codecidubie if its codiagonal VA: ALIA + A is 
a direct factor morphism. 
4.2. Proposition. An object A in A is directly codisjunctuble ifund only if the object 
A/t-ad(A) is codecidable in [Wed& 
Proof. Let B = A/t-ad(A) be the object of [WedA universally associated to the object 
A of A. Let us suppose that A is directly codisjunctable. Since the reflector 
R: A --f RedA preserves coproducts, codisjunctors and finite products [1, Proposition 
2.3.41 B is directly codisjunctable. According to [3, Proposition 1.31, its codiagonal 
Vs: BLIB + B is the composite of a direct factor morphism followed by an intermi- 
nable regular epimorphism. But according to [ 1, Proposition 11.3.41 any interminable 
regular epimorphism in an isomorphism in the category RedA. Thus V’s is a direct 
factor and B is codecidable. Conversely let us suppose that B is codecidable. Accord- 
ing to [1, Theorem 3.9.43, lmSpec( V,) is a clopen set in Spec(BuB). The relation 
qrad(d) b = b qrod(Ahi) in A implies the relation Spec(qr,,d(__,ua)) 0 Spec( Vs) = Spec( VA) 
0 Spec(qvOdca,). Since @?&,,&a,) and Spec(q,,d(,&A)) are homeomorphisms [1, Prop- 
osition 3.3.3],ZmSpec( VA) is a clopen set in Spec(ArrA). Let r be the kernel pair of VA. 
Then q1 = VA and V(r&nd D(r) are clopen sets of SpecJ@A). Then the restriction 
morphism o:ArrA+ArrA(D(r)) of the structure sheaf ABA on D(r) [1, Definition 
3.4.31 is a direct factor morphism, codisjunctor of r. It follows that r and the pair of 
inductions A Z ALIA are directly codisjunctable [3, Proposition 1.31. As a result, A is 
directly codisjunctable. 0 
4.3. Definition. An object is clear if it is preclear and finitely presentable. The 
category ClA of clear objects of A is the full subcategory of A whose objects are the 
clear ones. 
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4.4. Proposition. For aJinitely presentable object A, the following assertions are equiva- 
lent: 
(i) A is clear. 
(ii) The object A/t-ad(A) is neat in the category [WedA. 
(iii) Any local object of A is preclear. 
(iv) A is directly codisjunctable. 
(v) Any pair of morphisms ( f; g) : A Zt B is directly codisjunctable. 
(vi) For any reduced indecomposable object B, any pair of morphisms ( f, g): A 2 B is 
equal or codisjointed. 
(vii) For any prelocal morphism f:B + C between reduced objects, the map 
Hom&(A,f) is injective. 
Proof. If follows from [l, Proposition 8.2.21, from the fact that the reflector 
R : A -+ lWedA preserves finitely presentable objects and localizations, and from Prop- 
osition 4.2 and [3, Proposition 1.53. 0 
4.5. Examples. 
4.5.1. In @Alg(k) clear objects are precisely finite algebras. 
According to Example 3.9.1, clear objects are precisely finitely presentable algebraic 
algebras over k, and thus finite algebras over k. 
45.2. In [Wed@Alg(k) clear objects are precisely reduced finite algebras. 
4.5.3. In @Alg(P) clear objects are precisely finitely presentable finite algebras. 
4.5.4. In @Alg(Z/nZ) with n E N*, clear objects are precisely finite algebras. 
Since Z/nZ is a noetherian ring, CAlg(Z/nZ) is a locally noetherian category, thus 
finitely presentable preclear objects are precisely finitely generated integrally depend- 
ant algebras, and thus finite algebras. 
4.5.5. In Grad@Alg(k) clear objects are precisely graded finite algebras. 
The forgetful functor U: Grad@Alg(k) + CAlg(k) preserves and reflects finitely 
presentable objects, codisjunctors [2, Proposition 1.73 and direct factors, and there- 
fore it preserves and reflects clear objects (Proposition 4.4). According to Example 
4.5.1, clear objects in Grad@Alg(k) are precisely graded finite algebras. 
4.5.6. In DBlAlg(R) finitely generated real algebraic algebras are clear objects. 
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4.5.7. In iRedlNAlg(R) reduced finitely generated real algebraic algebras are clear 
objects. 
4.5.8. In lWOrdAlg(R) finitely generated real ordered algebraic algebras are clear 
objects. 
4.5.9. In the category @A/g(A) of commutative algebras over an arbitrary ring A, 
clear objects are some quasifinite algebras. 
Let B be a clear A-algebra and p E Spec(A). Then K(p) @A B is a finitely presentable 
K(p)-algebra. According to Theorem 3.4, K(p) aA B is a preclear A-algebra and thus 
a preclear K(p)-algebra, and indeed a clear K(p)-algebra. According to Example 4.5.1, 
K(p) Oa B is a finite K(p)-algebra. According to [4, Proposition 3, p. 401, B is 
quasifinite over A. 
4.5.10. In the category C[Wng of commutative rings. 
A clear object is a ring which is quasifinite over Z and whose elements are roots of 
some polynomial in Z[X] with content 1. A ring of characteristic different from 0 is 
a clear object if and only if it is a finite algebra over H, according to Example 4.5.4. 
A clear ring of characteristic 0need not be finite over Z, as we will prove that any ring 
of the form Z[X]/((pX + 4)“) where p and q are relatively prime, is a clear object. On 
the other hand, a finite ring extension of b need not be a clear object, as we will prove 
that any ring of the form Z[X]/(P(X”)), w h ere P E Z[X] is manic not monomial and 
n 2 2, is not a clear object. 
Let A be the ring Z[X]/((pX + 4)“). Since the radical of the ideal ((pX + 4)“) is 
identical to the radical of the ideal (pX + q), it is enough to prove that the ring 
E[X]/(pX + q) is clear, according to Proposition 3.3. Since p and q relatively prime, 
there exists U,U E h such that wp + oq = 1. Then we have u( pX + q) + (u - uX)p = 1, 
so that the polynomial pX + q and its derivative p are relatively prime in Z[X]. 
Consequently the ring E[X]/(pX + q) is a neat object ([4, Remark 1, p. 181, or [l, 
Example 1, p. 1881) and thus a clear object. As a result, A is a clear object. 
Let B be the ring E[X]/(P(X”)). Let CI be a non-null-root of P(X”) in C. Let p be 
a prime divisor of n and fi be a primitive pth root of unity in C. Then CI and crfl are two 
different roots of P(X”) in C. Let D = Z[M,C$?] be the subring of C generated 
by {a,@}. Then D is an integrally dependant integral extension of h. According to 
[l, Example (ii), p. 2381, the inclusion morphism Z + D is interminable, and thus 
the pushout q: D + Q of the canonical morphism Z + Z/pZ along the inclusion 
morphism Z --f D is such that Q # (0). Then Q is of characteristic p, and thus the 
relation (q(p))” = q(pp) = q(1) = 1 implies q(b) = 1 and q(@) = q(cr). Let 
(f, g): E[X]/(P(X”)) 3 D be the pair of morphisms defined byf(X) = c( and g(X) = D. 
Then the pair (f,g) is not equal nor codisjointed since it is coequalized by the 
non-terminal morphism q. According to Proposition 4.4, the object B is not clear. 
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5. Clearish objects 
5.1. Definition. A clearish object is a colimit of clear objects. The category UshA of 
clearish objects of A is the full subcategory of A whose objects are the clearish ones. 
5.2. Theorem. @IshA is a corejlective subcategory of A closed under regular quotients, 
singular quotients, and jinite products. 
Proof. Let A be an object in A. Let C(A) be the colimit of the clear objects of A above 
A and cA: C(A) + A the canonical morphism. We prove just as in [l, Theorem 8.3.43, 
that cA : C(A) + A is a co-universal clearish object associated to A. Similar to the proof 
of [l, Proposition 8.3.71 we prove the closure properties. 0 
5.3. Recall on Jacobson categories. According to [3, Theorems 2.2 and 2.31 a Jacob- 
son category is a Zariski category in which any object is a Jacobson object i.e. in which 
any prime congruence is a meet of maximal congruences, or alternatively, in which 
any finitely presentable object is directly codisjunctable. 
5.4. Theorem. @IshA is a Jacobson category whose category of jinitely presentable 
objects is ClA. 
Proof. In the same way as in the proof of [l, Theorem 8.3.61 we prove that ClshA is 
a locally indecomposable category whose category of finitely presentable objects is 
@IA. The inclusion functor UshA + A preserves and reflects coproducts, co- 
equalizers, and finite products, therefore it preserves and reflects codisjointed pairs of 
morphisms, and reflects codisjunctors and directly codisjunctable objects. It follows 
that clear objects are directly codisjunctable in UshA and form a strong generating 
set of finitely presentable objects in @ishA. According to [3, Definition 2.01 @IshA is 
a Jacobson category. 0 
5.5. Proposition. The corejlector C: A + @IshA is a morphism of Zariski categories. 
Proof. The proof that C preserves filtered colimits is similar to the proof [ 1, Proposi- 
tion 8.3.11, part(i)]. Let us prove that the adjunction isomorphism associated to 
C preserves and reflects codisjointed pairs of morphisms. Let A be an object in A, B an 
object in @IshA and (f, g): B 3 C(A) a pair of morphisms in @IshA. The adjunction 
isomorphism assigns to (f,g) the pair of morphisms (cAf, cAg): B 2 A in A. Let 
q: C(A) + Q be the coequalizer of (f, g) and q:A + Q its pushout along cA, which is the 
coequalizer of (cAf,cAg). The object B being a colimit of preclear objects is preclear 
(Theorem 3.4). Therefore q is locally interminable (Proposition 3.3). On the other 
hand, since ClshA is closed in A under regular quotients (Theorem 5.2), the morphism 
cA :C(A) + A is a monomorphism. Let us suppose that Q is not terminal. Then C(A) 
and A are not terminal. Let p E Spec(Q) and t = q*‘(p). Then the local morphism 
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qp: C(A), + Q, is interminable and the pushout of cA along 1, is a non-terminal 
monomorphism, so that the pushout of cA along lrq = q,l, is not terminal. It follows 
that 4 is not terminal. As a result, q is terminal if and only if 4 is terminal, and thus 
(A g) is codisjointed if and only if (cAf, cAg) is codisjointed. According to [l, Defini- 
tion 7. 3.11, the functor C is a morphism of Zariski categories. q 
5.6. Theorem. The category ClshA is the universal Jacobson category associated to the 
Zariski category A. 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of [l, Theorem 8.3.121. 0 
5.7. Proposition. The left adjoint to a morphism of Zariski categories preserves preclear 
(resp. clear, clearish) objects. 
Proof. It is similar to the proofs of [1, Propositions 8.1.8, 8.2.6, 8.3.101. 0 
5.8. Proposition. A preneat (resp. neat, neatish) object is preclear (resp. clear, clearish). 
Proof. It follows from the fact that the reflector R : A + [WedA preserves preneat (resp. 
neat, neatish) objects. 0 
5.9. Definition. An object is purely unclear if the co-universal clearish object asso- 
ciated to it is the initial object. 
5.10. Proposition. Subobjects of purely unclear objects are purely unclear. 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of [l, Proposition 8.4.21. 0 
5.11. Examples. 
5.11.1. Clearish objects in @Alg(k) are precisely algebraic algebras over k i.e. 
ClshCAlg(k) = AIg@AIg(k). 
5.11.2. Clearish objects in [WedCAlg(k) are precisely reduced algebraic algebras over 
k i.e. Clsh[WedCAlg(k) = [WedAlg@Alg(k). 
5.11.3. Clearish objects in CA1g(P) are precisely integrally dependant algebras over 
P i.e. ClshCAlg(P) = UntDepCAlg(P). 
5.11.4. Clearish objects in CAlg(Z/nZ) with n E N*, are precisely integrally dependant 
algebras over Z/nZ i.e. @lsh@Alg(Z/nZ) = OntDep@Alg(iZ/nZ). 
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5.11.5. Clearish objects in Grad@Alg(k) are precisely graded algebraic algebras over 
k i.e. ClshGrad@Alg(k) = GradAlg@Alg(k). 
511.6. In RIAIg(R), real algebraic algebras over R are clearish objects, 
5.11.7. In WOrdAlg(R), real ordered algebraic algebras over R are clearish objects. 
6. Clearness of morphisms 
6.1. Definition. A morphism f: A + B is preclear (resp. clear, clearish, purely unclear) if 
the object (B,f) is preclear (resp. clear, clearish, purely unclear) in the category A/A. 
6.2. Proposition. For a morphism8 A + B the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) f is preclear. 
(ii) The morphism R(f): A/rad(A) + B/rad(B) is preneat in the category RedA. 
(iii) For any p E Spec(A), the pushout off along 1,: A -+ A, is preclear. 
(iv) For any q E Spec(B), the local morphism off at q is preclear. 
Proof. It follows from [l, Proposition 8.5.31 and the isomorphism of categories 
[Wed(A/A) 1: (A/rad(A))/[WedA. 0 
6.3. Proposition. Preclear, clear and clearish morphisms are co-universal. 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of [l, Proposition 8.521. 0 
6.4. Proposition. Any clear morphism is the pushout, along some morphism, of a clear 
morphism with finitely presentable domain and codomain. 
Proof. Let (ai: Ai + A)icl be a filtered colimit in A. For any i E 0, let ri be a finitely 
generated congruence on Ai such that for any U: i -j in 0, we have (A,)*,(ri) = rj and 
let r = (ai)*C(ri). If qr is an isomorphism, then for any i E 0 we have 
(ui)ee(ri) = AA = (Ui)*c(AAi) and according to [l, Proposition 1.551, there exists some 
u:i -+ j in 0 such that (Au).+Jri) = (A,),,(A,i) i.e. rj = AAj, SO that qrj: Aj + Ajlrj is an 
isomorphism. Let us suppose now that q, is an interminable morphism. According to 
[l, Proposition 11.3.41 the morphism R(q,): R(A) + R(A/r) is an isomorphism in the 
category RedA. By applying the above result to the filtered colimit 
(R(ai): R(Ai) + R(A)),, 0 in RedA and to the congruences R(ri) and R(r), we get the 
existence of some j E II such that the morphism qRC,., ). R(Aj) + R(Aj/rj) is an isomor- 
phism. Then rj I rad(Aj) and according to [l, Proposition 11.3.41, q,jis interminable. 
Similarly, if we suppose that q, is a direct factor morphism, we prove the existence of 
some j E 0 such that qrjis a direct factor morphism, by using [l, Proposition 3.9.71. We 
prove similarly that if qr is the composite of a direct factor morphism followed by an 
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interminable morphism, there exists some j E 0 such that q,j is the composite of 
a direct factor followed by an interminable morphism. Then the proof of Proposi- 
tion 6.4 can be obtained by replacing neat morphisms by clear morphisms in the proof 
of [l, Proposition 8.5.41. 0 
6.5. Proposition. Let f: A + B and g : B -+ C be two morphisms. 
(i) Zff and g are preclear (resp. clear, clearish, purely unclear) then gf is also. 
(ii) Zf gf is preclear (resp. ciearish) then g is also. 
(iii) Zf f is epimorphic and gf is clear, then g is clear. 
(iv) If g is monomorphic and gf is purely unclear, then f is purely unclear. 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of [l, Propositions 8.6.1 and 8.6.21. q 
6.6. Proposition. Zff: A + B is a purely unclear morphism, then 
(i) f is a prelocal monomorphism, 
(ii) if B is local, then A is local, 
(iii) if B is simple, then A is simple. 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of [l, Propositions 8.6.3 and 8.6.41 0 
6.7. Theorem. Any morphism factors is an essentially unique way as the composite of 
a clearish morphism followed by a purely unclear morphism. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of [l, Theorem 8.6.71. 0 
6.8. Corollary. Purely unclear morphisms are precisely the morphisms which are right- 
orthogonal to clear or clearish morphisms, while clearish morphisms are precisely the 
morphisms which are left-orthogonal to purely unclear morphisms. 
7. Clearly closed objects 
7.1. Definition. An object K is clearly closed if it is not terminal and any clear 
morphism fi I( + A is such that the object A is a finite product (pi: A + Ai)i,, of 
objects Ai whose reduced quotients qi: Ai + Ai/rad(Ai) are such that the morphisms 
qipif are isomorphisms. The category ClclA of clearly closed objects of A is the full 
subcategory of A whose objects are the clearly closed ones. 
7.2 Proposition. A clearly closed object is simple. 
Proof. Let K be a clearly closed object and f: K -+ A be a finitely generated regular 
quotient of K. Then f is clear and thus is of the form 
f = vi, . . . ,&):I( +A1 x -.. x A, where ntz N, and the reduced quotients 
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qi:Ai -+ Ai/rad(Ai) are such that qifi = 1K for any i E [l, n]. Then the morphism 
q = lIipIl,n] qi is such that qfis the diagonal A,:K --) K”. If A is not terminal, then 
n # 0, A,, is manic, thus f is manic, hence f is an isomorphism. It follows that any 
regular quotient of K is terminal or is an isomorphism i.e. that K is simple. 0 
7.3. Proposition. For a simple object K, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) K is clearly closed. 
(ii) Any simple extension of K is a purely unclear morphism. 
(iii) Any clearish extension of K splits i.e. has a retraction. 
(iv) Any clearish simple extension of K is an isomorphism. 
(v) (If K is transnoetherian) Any clear simple extension of K is an isomorphism. 
(vi) (If K is transnoetherian) Any clear extension of K splits. 
(vii) (If A is amalgamative) K is injective with respect to interminable clearish 
morphisms. 
(viii) (If A is amalgamative and K is transnoetherian) K is injective with respect to 
interminable clear morphisms. 
Proof. (i) * (ii): Let g: K -+ L be a simple extension of K, f: A + B a clear morphism 
andu:A~Kv:B~Lsuchthatvf=gu.Let(~KK~,a:B-rB)bethepushoutof 
(uf) and h : B --) L the morphism such that hf = g and hii = v. Then 7 is clear, and thus 
B is a finite product (pi: B + Bi)i E, of objects Bi whose reduced quotients 
qi:Bi + Bi/rad(Bi) are such that the morphisms qipif are isomorphisms. Since 
the object L is indecomposable and reduced, the morphism h factors through 
some morphism qipi in the form h = hiqipi. Let w = (‘iPif)-l qiPia:B + K. We 
have wf = (qipJ)- ’ qipiiJf = (qipJ’)- ’ qipJU = U and gw = hfw = hiqipJ(qipif)- ’ 
qipiti = hiqipiii = hu = V. According to Corollary 6.8 g is purely unclear. 
(ii) *(iii) *(iv): Similar to the proof of [l, Proposition 8.7.31. 
(iv) a(i): Let f: K + A be a clear morphism. Let p E Spec(A). The morphism 
k,l,f: K + K(p) is a clearish simple extension of K. Thus it is an isomorphism. 
Therefore we can assume that K(p) = K. Then k,l, is a retraction off: Thus in the 
category K/A the morphism k,l,:(A,f) + (K,lk) is the coequalizer of the pair of 
morphisms (fk,l,, l,):(A,f) 3 (A,f). Since (A,f) is a clear object in K/A, the mor- 
phism k,l, factorizes in the form k,l, = qg where g is a direct factor and q is 
interminable (Proposition 4.4 and [3, Proposition 1.31). Then g is a singular epimor- 
phism and q is a local morphism [l, Proposition 11.3.43. According to the essential 
unicity of the presingular factorization [l, Theorem 1.9.61 we can assume that g = 1, 
and q = k,. According to [ 1, Proposition 11.3.41 A, is pseudosimple and according to 
[l, Proposition 3.3.9 and Theorem 3.9.41, {p} = ZmSpec(1,) is an open set in Spec(A). 
It follows that Spec(A) is a discrete space and, since it is compact [l, Theorem 3.1.91 it is 
finite. As a result A = II pE Spoe(AJ A, is a finite product and the object K is clearly closed. 
(iv) j(v) *(vi) a(i): Similar to the proof of [l, Proposition 8.7.41. 
(iv)+vii): Similar to the proof of [l, Proposition 8.7.61. 
(vii) *(viii) j(v): Similar to the proof of [l, Proposition 8.7.71. 0 
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7.4. Proposition. Zf A is amalgamative, purely unclear subobjects of clearly closed 
objects are clearly closed objects. 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of [l, Proposition 8.7.81. 0 
7.5. Proposition. Transnoetherian algebraically closed objects are clearly closed, and 
clearly closed objects are neatly closed. 
Proof. It follows from Propositions 5.8, 7.3 and [l, Proposition 6.1.21. Cl 
7.6. Examples. 
7.6.1. In the category @Rng, the clearly closed objects are the algebraically closed 
fields. 
According to [l, Examples p. 481, the simple objects are the fields. According to 
Example 5.11.1, the clearish simple extensions are the algebraic field extensions. Thus 
according to Proposition 7.3, the clearly closed objects are the algebraically closed fields. 
7.6.2. In the category @Alg(k), the clearly closed objects are the algebraically closed 
field extensions of k. 
7.6.3. In the category IWl[Wng of real rings, the clearly closed objects are the real closed 
fields. 
According to [l, Example p. 481, the simple objects are the real fields. According to 
Example 5.11.6, algebraic real field extensions are clearish simple extensions. Thus 
according to Proposition 7.3, clearly closed objects are real closed fields. Conversely, 
according to [ 1, Examples p. 1531 a real closed field is an algebraically closed object, 
and according to Proposition 7.5, it is a clearly closed object. 
7.6.4. In the category RIAIg(R), the clearly closed objects are the real closed field 
extensions of R. 
7.6.5. In the category WOrd[Wng of real ordered rings, the clearly closed objects are the 
real closed fields. 
7.6.6. In the category Grad@[Wng of graded commutative rings, the clearly closed 
objects are the objects of the form K or K[T, T - ‘1 where K is a trivially graded 
algebraically closed field and T is an homogeneous indeterminate of degree n E Z*. 
According to [2, Proposition 2.23 the simple objects are the objects of the form 
K or K [T, T -‘I where K is a trivially graded field and T is an homogeneous 
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indeterminate of degree n E Z*. According to Example 511.5, the clearish simple 
extensions of K are the graded algebraic field extensions of K. According to Proposi- 
tion 7.3, K is clearly closed if and only if K is an algebraically closed field. On the other 
hand, since the category Grad@Alg(K[T, T-t]) is equivalent to the category 
@Alg(K) [2, Proposition 1.41, the object K[T, T -‘I is clearly closed in GradCRng if 
and only if the object K is clearly closed in Q=Alg(K) i.e. K is an algebraic losed field. 
Notice that clearly closed objects need not be algebraically closed objects (cf. [2, 
Corollary 2.51). 
7.7 Theorem. In an amalgamative simply noetherian Zariski category A, to any simple 
object is associated an essentially universal clearly closed object i.e. @lclA is an 
essentially rejective subcategory of SimA. 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of [l, Theorem 8.7.121. 0 
7.8. Notation. The essentially universal clearly closed object f: K + R associated to 
a simple object K is the clear closure of K. It is defined up to isomorphisms. The group 
of automorphisms a:R --r R such that c# = fis the Galois group of the clear closure of 
K. It is defined up to isomorphisms. 
7.9. Theorem. For a simple extension f: K --f L in an amalgamative simply noetherian 
Zariski category, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) f is a clear closure of K. 
(ii) f is clearish and L is clearly closed. 
(iii) f is a clearish hull of K i.e. f is clearish and factors through any clearish 
monomorphism c: K + C 
Proof. It is similar to that of [l, Theorem 8.7.131. q 
7.10. Examples. In the category @Rng, the clear closure of a field is its algebraic 
closure. In the category GradQ=IWng, the clear closure of a trivially graded field K is its 
trivially graded algebraic closure R, while the clear closure of the graded field 
K[T, T -‘I where deg(T) E Z*, is the graded field K[T, T -‘I. In the category IWlRng, 
a clear closure of a real field R may not exist because RlRng is not amalgamative and 
in particular a real closure of R is not a clear closure despite the fact that it is clearly 
closed and is a clearish extension of R. 
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